
Here’s a super easy DIY project. Carpet Covers. This one is for notepads 
but it can be adapted to other books as well. These supplies made 6 Carpet 
Covers with a lot of carpet left for more. 
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MAKE A DIY NOTEPAD COVER
NO SEW NOTEPAD CARPET COVERS
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SUPPLIES

Replacement Carpet (WalMart) approx $10
Notepads
Buckles (Jim Holtz)) approx $6
Word Bands (Jim Holtz)) approx $8
Leather Strap
Brad Fasteners (Spare Parts)
Jute & Needle
Stapler

HOW TO • SUPPLIES
NO SEW CARPET COVERS



Measure the width of the notepad you’re going to use. 
Add up measurements from width formula above.
(½” + width + ½” + width + ¼” = width formula for carpet cover)
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Measure the height of the notepad you’re going to use. 
Add up measurements from height formula above.
(¼” + height + ¼” = height formula for carpet cover)

2
Cut a carpet piece the height & width of formula
measurements. No sewing required.3
Cut leather strap piece 4” long. Cut one leather end into 
a point. Pierce a hole in the other end of strap. Thread a 
brad fastener through the hole and punch another hole 
through the carpet cover in the back. This attaches strap 
to back of cover.
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This notepad is
   5” x 8”
The measurements 
used for this cover 
are in orange

For other notepads 
use the formula 
measurements in teal
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4” strip

Take buckle and brad fastener. Insert brad through buckle 
hole and pierce into carpet.
Bring leather strap around to front. At point end of the 
leather, cut a slit for the buckle tongue to fit into.

5
Take a word band and jute string. Tie band to carpet 
cover6

Direction #5
Back of brad fastner 

Direction #6
Back of jute string for word band

Staple the notepad (through the cardboard back) onto the inside of carpet back. Staple 2 - 4 times 
spreading staples out. Another option is to attach notepad with brad fasteners.7
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NO SEW NOTEPAD CARPET COVERS


